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Carbon
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lake
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sunny, calm, but backlit
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On the morning of 4/23/19, I got a text from Rich Rehrig about a late Snow
Goose on the beach at Beltzville State Park. Arriving at the beach at 8am, I
noticed a nonbreeding or immature loon, fairly close in, that looked odd through
binoculars. I ran to get my scope and immediately identified the bird as a Pacific
Loon, at which point I sprinted back for my phone, notified the local birders, and
snapped a few poor backlit images through my scope as the bird dove actively,
just a few yards off the north shore of the lake and east of the beach. It had
initially been moving rapidly eastward between dives, but it remained just east of
the beach for a number of minutes as I observed it from fairly close range. There
was a nonbreeding or immature Common Loon nearby but not directly adjacent
for size contrast. The Pacific had a dark, weakly-patterned back, a solid dark
hind neck and crown, and a strong vertical divide between the dark neck and the
white throat (no notch or indentation at all). No face pattern, such as pale around
the eye, was visible. An obvious “chinstrap” could be seen with a head-on view;
this mark appeared somewhat smudged, more like a distinct narrow dark “zone”
at the bend of the throat than like a sharp line. The crown was relatively
although not perfectly rounded and sloped gradually down to the bill. The bill
was grayish, MUCH thinner than a Common’s but not as thin/sharp as a Red-
throated’s (still showing some culmen/gonydeal tapering, but without a
noticeable gonydeal angle), and held horizontally at all times, never angled
upward. No white was evident on the flanks, although the bird was strongly
backlit. This appears to be a first Carbon County record and a fifth Lehigh Valley
area record (?). I have looked for the species extensively on the Atlantic coast
and in Pennsylvania but had never found my own, although I do have experience
with breeding individuals in PA and Alaska and nonbreeding individuals in
several states.
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